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Trust Protection Platform documentation
You can access all product documentation through the Venafi Documentation Portal. To access the documentation portal: 
·	Visit https://docs.venafi.com (or https://documentation.venafi.com).
·	Log in using your Venafi Training or FTP credentials. If you have not yet registered for a training account, visit 
https://training.venafi.com/user/register. 
·	Choose the version of the documentation that you want to view. Additionally, you can also find product documentation in the following locations:
·	From the Help link in Aperture and the Web Administration Console.
·	In Windows Server 2008, click Start > Venafi Programs (on the server where Trust Protection Platform is installed). 
·	Launch the HTML Help version of the Installation Guide by running the Installation Guide.lnk file included in the zip package.
·	The Trust Protection Platform Web SDK documentation is found in the following location: \Program Files\Venafi\Documentation\WebSDK\Default.htm. You can also access it on the Venafi Documentation Portal at https://docs.venafi.com.
·	PDF versions of the documentation are available from Customer Support.
Pre-upgrade installation considerations
Before upgrading your existing installations of Trust Protection Platform or the Server Agent, carefully review this section.
·	During upgrade, you may see this message: “SSHManager - Erroneous Key Instance - Key at <path> removed from database because it did not have secret store association. You may need to re-discover this key.”

This message indicates that you’ve been impacted by a known bug (#33848). If the same private key was discovered on two devices and then the first device was completely deleted, the key ends up in an orphaned state and becomes non-operational. This bug has been fixed and the migration script restores the database to a consistent state. However, the only way to properly restore those keys is to re-discover them. With agentless discovery, this will occur automatically during the next discovery. But if you encounter this message when using an agent-based discovery, you will need to flush the agent’s SSH key cache and re-discover keys on corresponding devices.
·	You must have Microsoft .NET Framework version 4.6.1 (or later) on your Trust Protection Platform server prior to installation of the product. The installation files can be downloaded from this location: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=49981 . For more system requirements information, refer to the Help system or the Venafi Documentation Portal.
·	You must have the Microsoft Universal C Runtime update installed on the server prior to installing Trust Protection Platform 17.2. The update can be downloaded from this location: https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/2999226.
·	Oracle Users: Support for the Oracle database was deprecated with the release of Trust Protection Platform 17.1.
Upgrading from a previous version of Trust Protection Platform
Venafi utilizes cryptographic techniques and best practices to ensure authorship of the products you install from us. You can verify that the installation media came from Venafi and the media has not been modified post-release by someone other than Venafi. To that end, the underlying mechanisms used are meant to be transparent to you, the end user, except in the following case: 
·	If your company utilizes custom code with Trust Protection Platform, and you are upgrading from a version prior to 16.1, you will need to recompile that code after deploying the newer version of Trust Protection Platform. 

IMPORTANT! If the system uses Windows Authentication, the user doing the upgrade also needs the same rights as those required for the service account.
NOTE Security-related changes have been made that now prevent users from altering a certificate request after it has progressed beyond the start of the certificate renewal process. All certificates that are waiting for a new CSR to be uploaded prior to upgrading to 16.1 will require a reset and restart from the Web Administration Console after successfully upgrading Trust Protection Platform to complete the certificate renewal.
For more information, see the “Upgrading from previous versions of Trust Protection Platform” section of the Installation Guide. 
Before upgrading, visit https://support.venafi.com/hc/en-us/articles/115001488371 to learn about important upgrade considerations.
Supported Upgrade Paths
IMPORTANT! Support for Oracle has ended. If you are a current Oracle customer, you need to contact Customer Support to get conversion information.
You can upgrade to Trust Protection Platform 17.3 from the following versions (and subsequent releases):
·	Trust Protection Platform 15.2.6
·	Trust Protection Platform 15.3.6
·	Trust Protection Platform 15.4.5
·	Trust Protection Platform 16.1.5
·	Trust Protection Platform 16.2.2
·	Trust Protection Platform 16.3.3
·	Trust Protection Platform 16.4.3
·	Trust Protection Platform 17.1.1
·	Trust Protection Platform 17.2.0
Any other version of the product must be upgraded to one of these supported versions. For example, if you are running Trust Protection Platform 15.1, you must first upgrade to another version listed above including the database upgrade scripts, and then install Trust Protection Platform 17.2. 
To upgrade Trust Protection Platform
If you are upgrading from Oracle to MSSQL, contact Customer Support prior to installing this version.
1.	Back up the Trust Protection Platform database.
2.	Stop IIS.
3.	Stop all Trust Protection Platform services.
a.	Stop the Trust Protection Platform Service.
b.	Stop the Venafi UniCERT Interface Service, if present.
c.	Stop the Venafi Log Server Service.
4. 	Close any browsers that are logged into User Portal, Aperture, or the Web Administration console.
5.	Repeat steps 2 and 3 on all Trust Protection Platform servers to ensure all Venafi-related services are stopped prior to continuing with step 6.
6.	Unzip "Venafi Trust Protection Platform 17.3.0.zip". Then go to the following folder: \Database Scripts\MSSQL\Updates.
7.	Run all necessary scripts against your database. Begin with the script matching your current version of Trust Protection Platform and then execute each script in the order listed below. For example, if you are running Trust Protection Platform 15.2 with MSSQL, run these scripts in this order: 
a.	mssql_update_15.2_to_15.3.sql,
b.	mssql_update_15.3_to_15.4.sql,
c.	mssql_update_15.4_to_16.1.sql,
d.	mssql_update_16.1_to_16.2.sql,
e.	mssql_update_16.2_to_16.3.sql,
f.	mssql_update_16.3_to_16.4.sql,
g.	mssql_update_16.4_to_17.1.sql,
h.	mssql_update_17.1_to_17.2.sql,
i.	mssql_update_17.2_to_17.3.sql
IMPORTANT! If you get an error during any of the database script upgrades, discontinue the upgrade. Contact Customer Support for assistance. 
8.	On the Trust Protection Platform server that hosts your Log Server, launch VenafiTPPInstallx64.msi with elevated admin privileges. 

For example, launch the Command Prompt with “Run as Administrator”, and then launch the installation MSI file. Complete the on-screen walkthroughs, per your environment's requirements. 

Repeat this step on all remaining Trust Protection Platform servers.
9.	After installing Trust Protection Platform 17.3, start the Trust Protection Platform and IIS services on each server that you stopped in steps 2 and 3. Start the Venafi Log Server service first. 
For upgrades from 16.2 only, if you are using the Adaptable CA driver, you must update the definition of the Prepare-ForRequest function in your PowerShell scripts to include the "$Specific" as shown below. This change makes additional data available to that function so that it can support more use cases. (Updates in bold red font.)
function Prepare-ForRequest
System.Collections.Hashtable]$General,
[Parameter(Mandatory=$false, HelpMessage="Function Specific Parameters")]
  )
Trust Protection Platform versioning
For information about Venafi's current release model, as well as the duration of engineering support for this release, please review the following knowledgebase article:   https://support.venafi.com/entries/23267241
What's new in Venafi Trust Protection Platform 17.3
Venafi Trust Protection Platform version 17.3 introduces a number of powerful new features to help you solve your most important business problems related to securing and protecting keys and certificates within your organization today.

Before upgrading to the new version, carefully review the KB article, Important Considerations before Upgrading.
Server Certificate Product Features
·	DigiCert CertCentral Platform Support @13694; @26213; @25416; @21978; @20192; @17582; @13181; @29697
Venafi Platform now works with the new certificate authority platform by DigiCert, adding support for automatic reissuance of certificates and sub-year validity periods. You can override the organizational unit (OU) or add additional SANs of user provided CSRs after they are uploaded. The task of requesting certificates from DigiCert has been simplified for users by removing unnecessary fields.
·	Modernized IBM DataPower Certificate Installation Driver @27576; @1060; @2826; @13420; @15724; @18898; @25620
Updated to support DataPower's more modern REST management interface. Now supports models XI52 v7.2.0.13 and IDG v7.5.2.7. A custom SFTP server is no longer required for successful automated certificate installation. Maintains SSH CLI for backward compatibility with legacy versions.
·	IBM DataPower Onboard Discovery (BETA) @15723; @1406; @18489; @18783
Provide Venafi Platform with the IP Address and credentials to your DataPower appliances and let Venafi Platform do the rest. This feature will discover the certificates and associated profile configuration on your DataPower appliances for a true turnkey certificate rotation experience. Rotating all your DataPower certificates has never been this easy. Requires a BETA license from Venafi Customer Support. 
·	Certificate Revocation Approval Requests @13821
Regardless of whether you are revoking the current version of a certificate or a previous version, approvers are taken directly to the approval screen.  Approvers can now review detailed information regarding which certificate is requesting revocation, who initiated the request, and why.
·	Certificate Download Details @15051
Enhanced defaults when downloading certificates in Aperture make it easier to get what is needed to successfully install the certificate onto an application or appliance.  Downloads are also supported for previous versions of certificates in Aperture.
·	Custom Reports Certificate Count @29440
The custom reports have been updated so that the PDF report now includes the total number of certificates in the report.
SSH Product Features
·	SSH Approval Workflows @13650; @15654; @23814
SSH Administrators and Identity Access Management teams can now require approvals before new keys are added or removed, or before key settings can be modified.  This allows for a greater, centralized control over access changes within your organization and enhances your overall security posture. 
For more information, see Creating an SSH key workflow on the Venafi Documentation Portal (https://docs.venafi.com).Image


REST API (WebSDK)
·	Certificate Import @25697; @29303
Import certificates with or without their private keys.  Supports PEM and PKCS#12. (POST Certificates/Import) 
·	Check CSR for Compliance @29921 
Retrieve policy that applies to certificate enrollment or provide a CSR to decode and assess for compliance with policy. (POST Certificates/CheckPolicy)
·	Reset Certificate Processing Status #35205
Reset the state of a certificate and its associated installations. You can also reset private key mismatch and revocation errors. (POST Certificates/Reset)
·	Support for Integrated Windows Authentication @29292; @12388 
Authenticates a user with Integrated Windows Authentication. After the user is authenticated, an API key is returned allowing access to all other REST calls. (GET Authorize/Integrated)
·	Easy access to certificate Custom Field data #34351
When retrieving details on the certificates, effective custom field values are now included in the response. (GET Certificates/GUID)
·	Search for certificates by OU and SANs @26254
Organizational Unit and Subject Alternative Names are now searchable attributes to filter the results set. (GET Certificates & HEAD Certificates)
·	SSH Approval Workflows #33087
New APIs are available to approve or reject various SSH key operations programmatically, and key/keyset query APIs are enhanced to filter for keys that are pending approval. (POST SSH/ApproveKeyOperation & POST SSH/RejectKeyOperation)
  Platform Features
	Credential Usage
Credentials are a critical part of allowing Venafi Platform to integrate with other platforms and processes within your organization.  In Aperture, you now have visibility into credentials usage within Venafi Platform. Usage tracking ensures appropriate consumption of credential assets and auditability.

In-Product Notifications, Interactive Help, and Analytics Collection
Includes optional features to assist you in using the product. Benefits include:
New Venafi patch alerts for your specific version of Venafi Platform
	Real-time security notifications

Interactive help and training guidance
New features based on behavioral data

By enabling these features, you allow Venafi to collect usage information and user behavior that helps us improve usability and identify and implement new product features. 

For more information, see Info: Usage Statistics and Analytic Data FAQ For 17.3.
	Automatic License Report Collection
To keep you informed regarding your license usage, Venafi Platform automatically submits an enhanced license report to Venafi on a weekly basis. License reporting occurs even if the license submission has been opted out in 17.1 or 17.2.

For more information, see Info: License report changes FAQ for 17.3.

Improved Usability with Identity Management in Aperture @27851
The Identity Overview page is updated in Aperture to show only applicable information about the user you are viewing. Classification of information is also updated so that the most important details are highlighted. 
Resolved issues
Throughout the rest of this document, tracking and bug numbers are contained in parenthesis to allow you to track issues and enhancements across releases. Numbers starting with a hash symbol (#) indicate internal Venafi tracking numbers. Numbers starting with the at symbol (@) indicate the incident number issued by support.venafi.com.
The following issues have been resolved in this release of Trust Protection Platform:
Aperture
·	Cancelling a certificate installation no longer returns an error when the user has view, read, and write permissions to the certificate and only view and read permissions to the application. #35490
·	Permissions error no longer occurs when creating new folder in Aperture when SSH product is not installed. @28394, #35762
·	An error ("Workflow ticket not found") is no longer displayed after approving workflows through an email link in Aperture. #36236
·	Folders now show up correctly in Aperture under Configuration > Folders if SSH is not enabled. @29420, #36141
·	The error encountered in Aperture, "Failed to initialize Venafi Platform: Duplicate Active Directory Identity driver locator monitor registration,” has been resolved. @21297, #28169
·	Clicking the TrustNet Widget now correctly displays the list of certificates. @29204, #36147 
·	Aperture on FIPS-enabled device throws an error when accessing historical certs. #37082
Core
·	For multiple workflows, workflow ticket blocking now functions as designed. @30307, #36836, #14301
·	Resolved a condition where Log messages were disappearing from the Default SQL Channel. @29162, #36806, #14301
·	VCC no longer modifies the Windows TCPIP MaxUserPort. The Windows default value is sufficient for network Discovery. @28470, #35379
·	New VOC certificates are now created with both the CN and SAN DNS entry that matches the hostname. #34858
Drivers
·	Users can now select a validity period for Comodo CCM certificates in the Web Administration Console when they have no permissions to the CA template. @29726, #36452 
·	Symantec LHK validity period no longer defaults to a blank value. @23726, #31047
·	Users can now select a validity period for Thawte and GeoTrust TrueFlex certificates in the Web Administration Console when they have no permissions to the CA template. @27038, #34206
·	F5 onboard discovery now works when you use an administrator from a Remote Role Group. @28294, #35383
·	Possibility of certificate name collision when using the DataPower driver has been resolved. @28910, #36269
·	When setting a Binding Host Name to a CAPI application and then provisioning the hostname, the binding is now set in IIS, as expected. @27287, #34443
·	The Cipher warning during provisioning to Connect:Direct that resulted in an error at stage 800 is now handled gracefully. @26405, #33789
·	When using the Symantec MPKI driver, the Allow Reissuance option is now evaluated before any new keys or CSRs are generated thus avoiding unnecessary workflow approvals and key mismatch errors. #36040
·	When using the Adaptable CA driver, the Allow Reissuance option is now evaluated before any new keys or CSRs are generated thus avoiding unnecessary workflow approvals and key mismatch errors. #36041
·	An issue with F5 Onboard discovery prevented options other than Server and Client on the Certificates to Import drop-down to be saved. This has been fixed. #35777
Reports
·	The Certificate Trends report has been fixed so that it is no longer inaccurate (depending on which CA it is attached to from day to day. @27401, #34575
Server Agent
·	Agent received 500 for certificate provisioning when no device placement was defined. #35453
·	Agent Group membership rules (membership criteria) had quotes added to them. #33879
·	Scanning Root with Server Agent no longer causes core dumps on AIX. @29258, #36190
·	Users with VRs to a group no longer receive an error because Trust Protection Platform was forcing them to try to set a group type. #35382

Server Certificate
·	The CSR now parses correctly when generated using SecurityCenter. #35367
·	Certificate status was not properly updated and an alert was logged when a limited-rights user approves a workflow. #35230
·	Aperture threw an error when trying to view or import a DSA certificate into Aperture. #33587
·	In the Web Administration Console, clicking About on a user object that has no configured permissions no longer produces an error. #34352
·	You can now download public root certificates out of the roots tree without write permissions. #36586
·	Grouping IDs are now logged against all necessary Certificate Manager Events. @27343, #34928
·	The “Admin UI - Potential CSRF” message has been improved. @28399, #35282
·	You can now download public root certificates out of the roots tree without write permission. @20233, #27052
·	ECC certificates that cannot be parsed no longer prevents Trust Protection Platform from importing them when discovered by TrustNet. @28133, #35992 
·	During network discovery, a misleading error when placing devices with non-admin user is fixed.  #31216 
·	When a certificate object is created but there is no certificate driver attribute, the system will no longer validate a certificate that doesn't exist. @30418 #37031
·	When a WebAdmin client certificate authentication and password are both required, the UPN SAN is expected in the username field. If there is no UPN SAN value, then the CN is used. #35492
SSH
·	With public key instances, clicking Edit and saving without making changes would start provisioning. This has been fixed. #13347
·	After an edited key is provisioned, the “Retry” option was still available, even though the edited key was not in an error state. This has been fixed. #35667
·	Violation Detected events are now logged at the correct level (Info). @29016, #36086
·	Mark As actions are disabled for keys on devices with security level of Detect or devices in groups without Remediation work. To mark keys, change the level to Remediate and create Remediation work. #35683
·	When an attempt to provision a public key is cancelled, the changes are no longer saved. #15462
Web SDK
·	In the Web SDK documentation, the CA Specific Attributes for the X-509 certificate now match CA driver requirements. @25031, #32368 
·	POST Certificates/Request now allows wildcard DNS SANs. @29979, #36586 
·	New search patterns are available for the asterisk (*) and question mark (?) wildcards. For example, with the proper syntax, you can use * as a wildcard or as a literal. This syntax applies only to the Config APIs that use a Pattern for search. @27071, #34446
·	The SecretStore/LookupByAssociation API deprecated the Epoch date format. Use the ISO-8601 date format for ValueDate instead. #36860
·	When a Certificates/Request call specifies an existing application object, an extraneous certificate is no longer created. #33459
Known issues
This section documents issues that might occur and that have not yet been resolved.
Aperture
·	Aperture error handling missing when FIPS is enabled in Windows but the Trust Protection Platform FIPS license key is missing. #34740
·	Not able to select suggested macro value in some cases on User/Device Certificate Creation page. #28040
·	Deleting Custom Reports container will prevent ability to add custom reports in Aperture. #36067
·	When creating user certificate creation work, suggested and locked values are not reflected properly. #35352
·	Validation of DNS SANs may be inaccurate if SNI is required. #30920
Certificate Authority
·	The Entrust CA occasionally reports a failure at stage 500 but still creates the certificate on the Entrust site. Download the certificate and import it to Trust Protection Platform. #19248, @13013
·	The MSCA has an encoding issue with UPN SANs when using user provided CSRs. Extra character(s) are added to the SAN value. #23683, @17181
·	With a Symantec MPKI or Entrust.NET certificate object, once a Specific End Date is entered it cannot be erased. If the end date needs to be removed, a new object will need to be created.  The end date is automatically removed after the certificate is successfully enrolled. #13541
·	Red Hat CA - SANs missing from certificate when using Service Generated CSR. #23542
·	The MSCA listener process starts whenever an MSCA cert is viewed and then stays open for much longer than expected. #23468
·	When Symantec MPKI templates fail to register certificates at stage 700, the certificate object doesn't update. #27956
·	Retry fails on DigiCert certificates when Domain Approval is delayed. #25278
·	F5 driver fails to create new profile on f5 version 11.5.4 HF2. #30960
Certificate Manager
·	Adding root certificates in a different order will result in a different chain.  If a root or intermediate certificate is not desired for use in chains, the root or intermediate should be imported to the roots tree and marked as blacklisted. This will prevent it from being used in any chain building. #10001, @6376
·	Certificate creation with user-provided CSR containing SANS does not consider SANs from Additional Info panels in Aperture. #26607
·	Custom fields cannot be cleared after they are filled. There is no button or option to do so in Web Admin. This problem is not present in Aperture. #32764 
·	Provisioning to a Blue Coat device can take a significant amount of time (~6 minutes). #30834
·	Pre-enrolled certificates do not set the contact from the User certificate creation work. #30056
Core
·	Certificates that do not have a populated issuer field cannot be placed by network Discovery. #21613
·	When a bad password is entered, Trust Protection Platform tries the password for each configured domain controller. #31970, @24122 
·	Certificate credential vault entries are deleted and re-added each time the credential is loaded.  #27727 
·	The indexes on the ConfigContains table can become fragmented. Consider monitoring this table and including it in your database maintenance plans. @15776, #22377
·	Deleting a lot of objects in the Policy Tree can fail due to high system activity. Try deleting in smaller batches or delete them later when there are less objects being processed. #34487
·	On the Jump Server, if you are using sudo, SFTP or file handling does not work. #33582, #33684
Dashboard
·	If you move the certificate or SSH trends reports from their default location, then your trends widgets in Aperture will not function. #15482
Installation
·	Venafi Control Center (VCC) cannot create an operational certificate if the default policy target has been changed and you are adding another server to an existing Trust Protection Platform server environment. The work-around is to create a policy called “Venafi Operational Certificates” directly under Policies. #13682
·	If VCC is unable to connect to the database during the “configure products” portion of the VCC wizard, you will be prompted to enter the DPAPI key. Fix the database connection and rerun the VCC wizard. #18029
·	VCC configuration fails if the database name contains a period (.). #19470
Notifications
·	Combining AND & OR in a Notification Rule only uses the last defined condition. It is possible to get the desired result by dividing up each OR condition and then duplicating the desired AND condition for each OR condition, e.g. if [condition 1] matches [value 1] AND <my desired condition> OR [condition 1] matches [value 2] AND <my desired condition>. #18798
Platform Drivers
·	If there are GSK objects which have a DN larger than 100 characters, the upgrade script to 16.1 may fail. Truncate the GSK objects to less than 100 characters. #21021
·	You may get a 'HandshakeFailure' error when performing onboard validation to Layer7 gateways. This is caused by setting the Layer7 to require SSL. The driver needs to be updated to support this setting. #25125, @18582
·	The GSK driver writes the DN of different GSK objects to store_associations which can be too large for the associations name column. #21021
·	Symantec MPKI doesn't attempt renewal when using the current Transaction ID doesn't allow renewal. @25216, #33860
·	Failed file validation events suggest there should be additional error detail when none is available. @27237, #34486
·	When setting "Gemalto SafeNet HSM" for "Private Key Location" using a policy, you are required to set the Slot Number value by policy, as well. #35422
·	Master administrators lose revoke permissions if they belong to a group that does not have revoke permissions. @24105, #31328
Reporting
·	Reports are pulling in data from two policy folders that have nearly identical names where the only difference is a suffix on one of the policy names. As a work-around, place a different character in the middle of the second policy name to prevent the issue. #22216, @15354
·	Exception thrown when trying to delete multiple custom reports. #36735
Server Agent and Enterprise Mobility Agent
·	If the certificate already exists, the private key will not be delivered. #33925
·	Error thrown when trying to delete multiple placement rules. #34730
Server Certificate	
·	Sorting on the "Manual CSR Required" column does not function properly. Please sort your views and reports on a different column. #27827 
·	CA Import does not find all certificates when expanding search criteria for subsequent scans. #10387
·	Reconciliation is not working as expected with CA Import. CA Import sometimes creates new certificate objects instead of creating an entry on the History tab of the appropriate existing certificate. # 37019
·	A “Certificate Ready to Download” notification email is sent when a certificate is pushed to an application even though the certificate was not renewed. Disable the shipping notification rule sending the email and create a custom rule and channel. #33835
·	Certificates with different SANs but no Common Name are being considered as the same certificate by Network Discovery. #35456
·	If a device object has many applications (80-100) that are in a pending workflow, no further work can be completed on that device. #32576
·	ACME certificate requests may occasionally fail due to chain building delays. Scheduling certbot to run twice daily as recommended by the vendor will ensure that this issue does not impact operations. #35582
·	CyberArk does not work when Windows and Trust Protection Platform are configured for FIPS. #37087 
SSH
·	OpenSSH known host key comments are not restored in case they were manually edited on the host working under TrustForce security level. #19793
·	“Key Older than Allowed” violation is incorrectly erased by automatic revival of key that was manually edited on the host working under TrustForce security level.  #17437
·	Remediation interval not honored when agentless remediation is used. #19805
·	Known host keys are duplicated if hostname is changed while in Remediate. #19791
·	Unless you have Delete permissions on a policy folder, you cannot cancel the Add New Instance operation. #18506
·	Adding additional private key requires user to have the View permission in addition to the Private Key Read permission. #18504
·	With Agentless SSH key discovery, the 'Exclude paths' is not excluding the directory with wildcards, such as /home/*/test. #22194
·	SSH keys on device will be re-discovered and duplicated if connection interface is changed from Agentless to Agent. To remove the 'Agentless' discovered keys, delete the device object created by Agentless discovery using Web Admin or the Web SDK. #24234
·	When the database server is out of disk space, attempting to view a keyset display takes you back to the keyset list. #25581
·	On an agentless device, an empty authorized file is shown in Aperture for Tectia 4 and 5 keys. Policy is set to Detect mode. #27641
·	Keys with multiple newlines and comments at the beginning of the key file are not discovered. #29738
Web Administration Console
·	If you blacklist a certificate, the intermediate certificates will not chain up to the correct root in the Tree View. This is a cosmetic issue. It is chained to the correct (not blacklisted) certificate. #18717, #21995, @12657, @15336
Web SDK
·	Identity/Browse call fails to return the identities containing some special characters. #30643
·	When using Certificate/Request API call to renew a certificate, the current certificate vault type sets to Archive. @27489, #34762
·	After an object is deleted through Web SDK, the Entitlements tab shows users having Associate permission to object. @28334, #35355
Features scheduled for deprecation in future releases
For an updated list of Trust Protection Platform features that have been deprecated, or are planned to be deprecated, refer to the following knowledge base (KB) article: 
https://support.venafi.com/hc/en-us/articles/115001662292 
Ongoing migration of features
Windows Administration Console features continue to be migrated to Aperture and the Venafi Control Center (VCC) user interfaces. 
Customer Support
For technical assistance, contact Venafi Customer Support:
URL: http://support.venafi.com
Email: support@venafi.com
Phone: 877.266.5159
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